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Abstract: Failure analysis of laminated composite decks structures has attracted a great deal of interest in recent years due
to the increased application of composite materials in a wide range of high-performance structures. Intensive experimental and
theoretical studies of failure analysis and prediction are being reviewed. Delamination, the separation of two adjacent plies in
composite laminates, represents one of the most critical failure modes in composite laminates. In fact, it is an essential issue in
the evaluation of composite laminates for durability and damage tolerance. Thus, broken fibers, delaminated regions, cracks in
the matrix material, as well as holes, foreign inclusions and small voids constitute material and structural imperfections that
can exist in composite structures. Imperfections have always existed and their effect on the structural response of a system has
been very significant in many cases. These imperfections can be classified into two broad categories: initial geometrical
imperfections and material or constructional imperfections. Delamination is a critical failure mode in fiber-reinforced
composite decks plates and beams. It may lead directly to through-thickness failure owing to interlaminar stresses caused by
out of plane loading, curved or tapered geometry, or discontinuities owing to cracks, ply drops or free edges. Impact loading
causes multiple delaminations, which can propagate in conjunction with sub laminate buckling, greatly reducing the residual
compressive strength.
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1. Introduction
Composites were first considered as structural materials a
little more than three quarters of a century ago. From that time
to now, they have received increasing attention in all aspects
of material science, manufacturing technology, and theoretical
analysis.
The term composite could mean almost anything if taken at
face value, since all materials are composites of dissimilar
subunits if examined at close enough details. But in modern
materials engineering, the term usually refers to a matrix
material that is reinforced with fibers. For instance, the term
"FRP" which refers to Fiber Reinforced Plastic usually
indicates a thermosetting polyester matrix containing glass
fibers, and this particular composite has the lion's share of
today commercial market.
Many composites used today are at the leading edge of
materials technology, with performance and costs appropriate
to ultra-demanding applications such as space crafts. But

heterogeneous materials combining the best aspects of
dissimilar constituents have been used by nature for millions
of years. Ancient societies, imitating nature, used this
approach as well: The book of Exodus speaks of using straw to
reinforce mud in brick making, without which the bricks
would have almost no strength. Here in Sudan, people from
ancient times dated back to Meroe civilization, and up to now
used zibala (i.e. animals’ dung) mixed with mud as a strong
building material.
As seen in Table 1 below, which is cited by David Roylance
[1], Stephen et al. [2] and Turvey et al. [3], the fibers used in
modern composites have strengths and stiffnesses far above
those of traditional structural materials. The high strengths of
the glass fibers are due to processing that avoids the internal or
external textures flaws which normally weaken glass, and the
strength and stiffness of polymeric aramid fiber is a
consequence of the nearly perfect alignment of the molecular
chains with the fiber axis.
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Table 1. Properties of composite reinforcing fibers.

1.1. Structure of Composites

Material

E (GN/m )

σ b (GN/m )

ε b (%)

E-glass
S-glass
Aramid
Boron
H S graphite
H M graphite

72.4
85.5
124
400
253
520

2.4
4.5
3.6
3.5
4.5
2.4

2.6
2.0
2.3
1.0
1.1
0.6

2

2

Material

ρ (Mg/m3) E / ρ (MN.m/kg) σ b / ρ

E-glass
S-glass
Aramid
Boron
H S graphite
H M graphite

2.54
2.49
1.45
2.45
1.80
1.85

28.5
34.3
86
163
140
281

(MN.m/kg)
0.95
1.8
2.5
1.43
2.5
1.3

Where E is Young's modulus, σ b is the breaking stress,
ε b is the breaking strain, and ρ is the mass density.
These materials are not generally usable as fibers alone, and
typically they are impregnated by a matrix material that acts to
transfer loads to the fibers, and also to protect the fibers from
abrasion and environmental attack. The matrix dilutes the
properties to some degree, but even so very high specific
(weight–adjusted) properties are available from these
materials. Polymers are much more commonly used, with
unsaturated styrene–hardened polyesters having the majority
of low to medium performance applications and Epoxy or
more sophisticated thermosets having the higher end of the
market. Thermoplastic matrix composites are increasingly
attractive materials, with processing difficulties being perhaps
their principal limitation.
Recently, composite materials are increasingly used in
many mechanical, civil, and aerospace engineering
applications due to two desirable features: the first one is their
high specific stiffness (i.e. stiffness per unit density) and high
specific strength (i.e. strength per unit density), and the second
is their properties that can be tailored through variation of the
fiber orientation and stacking sequence which gives the
designers a wide spectrum of flexibility. The incorporation of
high strength, high modulus and low-density filaments in a
low strength and a low modulus matrix material is known to
result in a structural composite material with a high strength to
weight ratio. Thus, the potential of a two-material composite
for use in aerospace, under-water, and automotive structures
has stimulated considerable research activities in the
theoretical prediction of the behavior of these materials. One
commonly used composite structure consists of many layers
bonded one on top of another to form a high-strength
laminated composite plate. Each lamina is fiber reinforced
along a single direction, with adjacent layers usually having
different filament orientations. For these reasons, composites
are continuing to replace other materials used in structures
such as conventional materials. In fact, composites are the
potential structural materials of the future as their cost
continues to decrease due to the continuous improvements in
production techniques and the expanding rate of sales.

There are many situations in engineering where no single
material will be suitable to meet a particular design
requirement. However, two materials in combination may
possess the desired properties and provide a feasible solution
to the materials selection problem. A composite can be defined
as a material that is composed of two or more distinct phases,
usually a reinforced material supported in a compatible matrix,
assembled in prescribed amounts to achieve specific physical
and chemical properties.
In order to classify and characterize composite materials,
distinction between the following two types is commonly
accepted; see Vernon [4], Jan Stegmann and Erik Lund [5],
and David Roylance [1].
1. Fibrous composite materials: Which are composed of
high strength fibers embedded in a matrix. The functions
of the matrix are to bond the fibers together to protect
them from damage, and to transmit the load from one
fiber to another. {See Figure 1}.
2. Particulate composite materials: These are composed of
particles encased within a tough matrix, e.g. powders or
particles in a matrix like ceramics.

Figure 1. Structure of a fibrous composite.

In this study the focus will be on fiber reinforced composite
materials, as they are the basic building element of a
rectangular laminated plate structure. Typically, such a
material consists of stacks of bonded-together layers (i.e.
laminas or plies) made from fiber reinforced material. The
layers will often be oriented in different directions to provide
specific and directed strengths and stiffnesses of the laminate.
Thus, the strengths and stiffnesses of the laminated fiber
reinforced composite material can be tailored to the specific
design requirements of the structural element being built.
1.2. Mechanical Properties of a Fiber Reinforced Lamina
Composite materials have many mechanical characteristics,
which are different from those of conventional engineering
materials such as metals. More precisely, composite materials
are often both inhomogeneous and non-isotropic. Therefore,
and due to the inherent heterogeneous nature of composite
materials, they can be studied from a micromechanical or a
macro mechanical point of view. In micromechanics, the
behavior of the inhomogeneous lamina is defined in terms of
the constituent materials; whereas in macro mechanics the
material is presumed homogeneous and the effects of the
constituent materials are detected only as averaged apparent
macroscopic properties of the composite material. This
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approach is generally accepted when modeling gross response
of composite structures. The micromechanics approach is more
convenient for the analysis of the composite material because it
studies the volumetric percentages of the constituent materials
for the desired lamina stiffnesses and strengths, i.e. the aim of
micromechanics is to determine the moduli of elasticity and
strength of a lamina in terms of the moduli of elasticity, and
volumetric percentage of the fibers and the matrix. To explain
further, both the fibers and the matrix are assumed
homogeneous, isotropic and linearly elastic.
Stiffness and Strength of a Lamina
The fibers may be oriented randomly within the material, but it
is also possible to arrange for them to be oriented preferentially in
the direction expected to have the highest stresses. Such a
material is said to be anisotropic (i.e. different properties in
different directions), and control of the anisotropy is an important
means of optimizing the material for specific applications. At a
microscopic level, the properties of these composites are
determined by the orientation and distribution of the fibers, as
well as by the properties of the fiber and matrix materials.
Consider a typical region of material of unit dimensions,
containing a volume fraction, Vf of fibers all oriented in a
single direction. The matrix volume fraction is then,
Vm = 1 − V f . This region can be idealized by gathering all the
fibers together, leaving the matrix to occupy the remaining
volume. If a stress σ l is applied along the fiber direction, the
fiber and matrix phases act in parallel to support the load. In
these parallel connections the strains in each phase must be the
same, so the strain ε l in the fiber direction can be written as:

εl = ε f = εm

σ lu = σ uf V f + σ mf (1 − V f

(2)

)

(4)

Where the superscript u denotes an ultimate value, and σ mf is
the matrix stress when the fibers fracture as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Stress-strain relationships for fiber and matrix.

It is clear that if the fiber volume fraction is very small, the
behavior of the lamina is controlled by the matrix.
This can be expressed mathematically as follows:

σ lu = σ mu (1 − V f

)

(5)

If the lamina is assumed to be useful in practical
applications, then there is a minimum fiber volume fraction
that must be added to the matrix. This value is obtained by
equating equations (4) and (5) i.e.

(1)

(Where: the subscripts l, f and m denote the lamina, fibers
and matrix respectively).
The forces in each phase must add to balance the total load
on the material. Since the forces in each phase are the phase
stresses times the area (here numerically equal to the volume
fraction), we have

σ l = σ f V f + σ mVm = E f ε lV f + Emε lVm
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Vmin =

σ mu σ mf
σ uf + σ mu − σ mf

(6)

The variation of the strength of the lamina with the fiber
volume fraction is illustrated in Figure 3. It is obvious that
when 0 V
V
the strength of the lamina is dominated
by the matrix deformation which is less than the matrix
strength. But when the fiber volume fraction exceeds a critical
value (i.e. Vf > VCritical ), Then the lamina gains some
strength due to the fiber reinforcement.

The stiffness in the fiber direction is found by dividing the
stress by the strain:

El =

σl
= E f V f + EmVm
εl

(3)

(Where: E is the longitudinal Young's modulus)
This relation is known as a rule of mixtures prediction of the
overall modulus in terms of the moduli of the constituent
phases and their volume fractions.
Rule of mixtures estimates for strength proceed along lines
similar to those for stiffness. For instance, consider a
unidirectional reinforced composite that is strained up to the
value at which the fiber begins to fracture. If the matrix is
more ductile than the fibers, then the ultimate tensile strength
of the lamina in equation (2) will be transformed to:

Figure 3. Variation of unidirectional lamina strength with the fiber volume
fraction.
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The micromechanical approach is not responsible for the
many defects which may arise in fibers, matrix, or lamina due
to their manufacturing. These defects, if they exist include
misalignment of fibers, cracks in matrix, non-uniform
distribution of the fibers in the matrix, voids in fibers and
matrix, delaminated regions, and initial stresses in the lamina
as a result of its manufacture and further treatment. The
above-mentioned defects tend to propagate as the lamina is
loaded causing an accelerated rate of failure. The
experimental and theoretical results in this case tend to differ.
Hence, due to the limitations necessary in the idealization of
the lamina components, the properties estimated on the basis
of micromechanics should be proved experimentally. The
proof includes a very simple physical test in which the lamina
is considered homogeneous and orthotropic. In this test, the
ultimate strength and modulus of elasticity in a direction
parallel to the fiber direction can be determined
experimentally by loading the lamina longitudinally. When
the test results are plotted, as in Figure 4 below, the required
properties may be evaluated as follows: -

E1 = σ 1 / ε1 ; σ u = Pu / A

;

ν 12 = −ε 2 / ε1

Figure 4. Unidirectional lamina loaded in the fiber-direction.

Similarly, the properties of the lamina in a direction
perpendicular to the fiber direction can be evaluated in the
same procedure.
1.3. Analytical Modeling of Composite Laminates
The properties of a composite laminate depend on the
geometrical arrangement and the properties of its constituents.
The exact analysis of such structure–property relationship is
rather complex because of many variables involved. Therefore,
a few simplifying assumptions regarding the structural details
and the state of stress within the composite have been
introduced.
It has been observed, that the concept of representative
volume element and the selection of appropriate boundary
conditions are very important in the discussion of
micromechanics. The composite stress and strain are defined
as the volume averages of the stress and strain fields,
respectively, within the representative volume element. By

finding relations between the composite stresses and the
composite strains in terms of the constituent properties,
expressions for the composite moduli could be derived. In
addition, it has been shown that, the results of advanced
methods can be put in a form similar to the rule of mixtures
equations.
Prediction of composite strengths is rather difficult because
there are many unknown variables and also because failure
critically depends on defects. However, the effects of
constituents including fiber–matrix interface on composite
strengths can be qualitatively explained. Certainly, failure
modes can change depending on the material combinations.
Thus, an analytical model developed for one material
combination cannot be expected to work for a different one.
Ideally a truly analytical model will be applicable to material
combination. However, such an analytical model is not
available at present. Therefore, it has been chosen to provide
models each of which is applicable only to a known failure
mode. Yet, they can explain many of the effects of the
constituents. (Refer to Ref. [2]).

2. Literature Review
Delamination is important phenomenon damage in the
laminated composite materials due to weakness of
reinforcement through the thickness. The study of the
delamination of a laminate may be performed using an
approach of fracture mechanics or by introducing appropriate
constitutive laws of the interface between the layers
constituting the laminate. From a physical point of view, it is
reasonable to assume that the second approach can be related
to fracture mechanics. In fact, when decohesion occurs
between adjacent layers, there is evolution of delaminated
surface which is equivalent to the propagation of a crack in a
direction a priori known. The literature dealing with the
phenomenon of delaminationis very large. A presentation of
several structures subjected to the phenomenon of
delamination, can be found in [6, 7]. The delamination
phenomenon can be caused by concentration of interlaminar
stresses that occur in the vicinity of the free edges or in around
of the holes in laminated plates [8]. In addition, the
interlaminar defects can grow under a compressive loading. In
this case the thin laminated layers degrade (deboning
interfaces) and are responsible for increased stresses in the
vicinity of the boundaries of delaminated surfaces. In the
analysis of the delamination can be distinguished the stage of
the crack initiation from the phase of the crack propagation.
For prediction of the initiation of a crack from a free edge, the
technical Cal culations of the effect of the edge of elasticity [9,
10], related to criteria based on the average of the normal
stresses on a characteristic distance from the edge of the
structure [11] are usually used in post- processor of an elastic
design in laminated structures. Delamination does not occur
necessarily where the stresses are highest. In the phase of the
propagation of a delamination established, approaches based
on the linear fracture mechanics are generally used. The rate
of energy release G is a parameter that is often used to describe
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the behavior of the phenomenon of delamination in composite
materials and structures. G is defined as the energy released
from the newly fractured surface and compared to the critical
value Gc (This method is used by many authors for the study
of crack propagation [12, 13], but not treat the problem of the
initiation of a delamination crack. In contrary the approach of
the damage mechanics of the composite can describe the
initiation of delamination. The rate of energy release is
calculated from the forces and nodal displacements [14] and
[15]. The state equations and the evolution laws of the
interface provided in the context of thermodynamics are
described in [16-22]. Models of elastic and damageable
interface are presented in [23-27] and generalized in [28]. In
these models, special interface elements are applied in areas
where the delamination phenomenon is likely to occur.
Elements plane strain with cubic interpolation functions were
introduced for discretization of the laminate ply [29]. Other
models have been developed for modeling damage layer [30]
and interface phenomena [31]. These models are based on the
damage mechanics. The interface is considered as a
three-dimensional medium with negligible thickness
compared to the other dimensions. Therefore, the interface can
be considered as two-dimensional entity witch transfers
traction and displacement from one layer to the other [32]. The
interface is assumed to be dependent on the fiber orientation of
adjacent layers and it is assumed to be elastic and damageable.
Delamination may be caused by interlaminar stress [9]. The
objective of this paper is to present a method to simulate
progressive delamination based on a new mixed-mode failure
criterion in the context of damage mechanics. This study will
highlight the positive contribution of the powder core dates
incorporated in the new woven composite. The date cores
powder incorporation has an increase effect of the mechanical
characteristics giving to the hybrid composite a better
behavior and reducing certain types of degradation like
delamination.
It is important to recognize that, with the advent of
composite media, certain new material imperfections can be
found in composite structures in addition to the better–known
imperfections that one finds in metallic structures. Thus,
broken fibers, delaminated regions, cracks in the matrix
material, as well as holes, foreign inclusions and small voids
constitute material and structural imperfections that can exist
in composite structures. Imperfections have always existed
and their effect on the structural response of a system has been
very significant in many cases. These imperfections can be
classified into two broad categories: initial geometrical
imperfections and material or constructional imperfections.
The first category includes geometrical imperfections in the
structural configuration (such as a local out of roundness of a
circular cylindrical shell, which makes the cylindrical shell
non–circular; a small initial curvature in a flat plate or rod,
which makes the structure non–flat, etc.), as well as
imperfections in the loading mechanisms (such as load
eccentricities; an axially loaded column is loaded at one end in
such a manner that a bending moment exists at that end). The
effect of these imperfections on the response of structural
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systems has been investigated by many researchers and the
result of these efforts can be easily found in books [3], as well
as in published papers [33-50].
The second class of imperfections is equally important, but
has not received as much attentions as the first class;
especially as far as its effect on the buckling response
characteristics is concerned. For metallic materials, one can
find several studies which deal with the effect of material
imperfections on the fatigue life of the structural component.
Moreover, there exist a number of investigations that deal with
the effect of cut–outs and holes on the stress and deformation
response of thin plates. Another material imperfection is the
rigid inclusion. The effect of rigid inclusions on the stress field
of the medium in the neighborhood of the inclusion has
received limited attention. The interested reader is referred to
the bibliography of Professor Naruoka [33].
There exist two important classes of material and
constructional–type imperfections, which are very important
in the safe design, especially of aircraft and spacecraft. These
classes consist of fatigue cracks or cracks in general and
delamination in systems that employ laminates (i.e. fiber–
reinforced composites). There is considerable work in the area
of stress concentration at crack tips and crack propagation.
Very few investigations are cited, herein, for the sake of
brevity. These include primarily those dealing with plates and
shells and non–isotropic construction. Some deal with cracks
in metallic plates and shells [51-54]. Others deal with non–
isotropic construction and investigate the effects of non–
isotropy [55-60]. In all of these studies, there is no mention of
the effect of the crack presence on the overall stability or
instability of the system.
Finally, delamination is one of the most commonly found
defects in laminated structural components. Most of the work
found in the literature deals with flat configurations.
Composite structures often contain delamination. Causes of
delamination are many and include tool drops, bird strikes,
runway debris hits and manufacturing defects. Moreover, in
some cases, especially in the vicinity of holes or close to edges
in general, delamination starts because of the development of
interlaminar stresses. Several analyses have been reported on
the subject of edge delamination and its importance in the
design of laminated structures. A few of these works are cited
[61-67]. These and their cited references form a good basis for
the interested reader. The type of delamination that comprises
the basic and primary treatise is the one that is found to be
present away from the edges (internal). This delaminating
could be present before the laminate is loaded or it could
develop after loading because of foreign body (birds,
micrometer, and debris) impact. This is an extremely
important problem especially for laminated structures that are
subject to destabilizing loads (loads that can induce instability
in the structure and possibly cause growth of the delamination;
both of these phenomena contribute to failure of the laminate).
The presence of delamination in these situations may cause
local buckling and / or trigger global buckling and therefore
induce a reduction in the overall load–bearing capacity of the
laminated structure. The problem, because of its importance,
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has received considerable attention.

3. Conclusions
Delamination is a critical failure mode in fiber-reinforced
composite decks plates and beams. It may lead directly to
through-thickness failure owing to interlaminar stresses
caused by out of plane loading, curved or tapered geometry, or
discontinuities owing to cracks, ply drops or free edges.
Impact loading causes multiple delaminations, which can
propagate in conjunction with sub laminate buckling, greatly
reducing the residual compressive strength.
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